
The evolution in our offering creates an even stronger  
service for customers.

The way in which we operate has changed dramatically. 
Employees are more digitally connected than ever, 
working remotely, and emailing around the clock to 
make sure critical projects draw to a close. As a result, 
people have replaced networks as the new security 
perimeter by accidentally or maliciously leaking data 
by emailing the wrong person, the wrong content, or 
without appropriate protection. 

Human layer security is the new way to keep enterprise 
data safe by detecting abnormal human behaviour and 
stopping breaches before they can even happen.

Intelligent email security: your holistic security platform
In line with this new mission, our offering has evolved to better reflect your end-to-end email 
security journey. 

Risk-Based Protection is now Egress Prevent, using contextual machine learning and DLP rules 
to spot abnormal user behaviour and prevent a security breach. We scan and learn recipients 
and domains, the subject line, message body, and even data inside attachments to make sure 
emails go with the right content to the right person, while we now also dynamically recommend 
or even enforce encryption when data is sensitive.

A simple and holistic solution
Remove the risk of a breach across the email 
security journey end-to-end.

Keep data safe
Use new features to dynamically apply the 
appropriate level of email security.

Prevent security breaches 
Send the right sensitive content to the right 
recipient(s).

Avoid financial and reputational 
loss
Demonstrate compliance with regulations 
and keep customers on-side.
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Human layer security:  
what it means for you



Our product names have evolved to better reflect your 
end-to-end email security journey

Risk-based protection

• Contextual machine learning
• Recipient and domain analysis
• Message content analysis

Secure email and file transfer

• Encryption and classification
• Large file transfer
• DLP scanning
• Internal encryption
• Customisable authentication
• Revocation, audit and controls

eDiscovery and analytics

• Encrypted and plain-text search
• Detailed reporting
• Automated redaction
• Rapid SAR fulfilment
• Exportable analytics
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About Egress 
Our vision is for a connected world in which people communicate efficiently 
and securely. To achieve this, we provide human layer security to protect 
individual users and stop breaches before they happen.
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Keeping data safe 
easily and efficiently
The new intelligent email 
security platform better 
reflects our customers’ 
email security journey and 
offers a far simpler solution 
for removing the risk of 
a breach. Powerful new 
features will further support 
email security end-to-end by 
efficiently keeping data safe 
without disrupting employee 
productivity and altogether 
avoiding financial and 
reputational loss. 

If you would like to find out 
more about the new platform, 
contact your Account 
Manager who can highlight 
how to exploit the full 
potential of our offering.

Secure Email and File Transfer is now Egress Protect, allowing users 
to appropriately secure email and large files in order to keep sensitive 
data safe. Employees can choose from a highly customisable list 
of classifications, access permissions and controls, and also bypass 
default file size limits in order to protect larger files.

And eDiscovery and Analytics now becomes Egress Investigate, 
enabling your business to effectively measure the risk of a security 
breach. Advanced search capabilities, automated redaction tools 
and audit trails mean you can better quantify risk and avoid costly 
violations of data privacy laws.

Top five features

Visit www.egress.com for  
more features.

Contextual machine learning

DLP scanning

Email and large file encryption

Automated redaction 

Detailed email reporting
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5“Thanks to Egress everything is secure and 
compliant, and there is no way to bypass 
the system. This gives us and our customers 
confidence in our security and we all feel 
better about it.”
EPIPHANY HEALTHCARE

For more information please contact your account manager or 
call 0844 800 0172
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